; Tegmark et al. (2000)). Measurements of the cosmic microwave background and of the Sunyaev-Zel'dovich effect (Sunyaev & Zel'dovich 1970 , 1972 it is critical to characterize the spatial, spectral, and flux distribution of sources associated with clusters.
Contaminating
radio emission from extra-galactic sources at frequencies less than approximately 100 GHz is attributed to synchrotron radiation from active galactic nuclei (AGN) and star-forming galaxies. The AGN-powered radio galaxies dominate the source counts at high luminosities. At higher frequencies, the emission is attributed to dust emission from star-forming galaxies. Observations of radio sources toward galaxy clusters at very low frequencies (< 5 GHz) (e.g., Slee et al. (1983 Slee et al. ( , 1998 ; Owen (1996) ; Ledlow & Owen (1995) ; Reddy & Yun (2004) ) show a strong central concentration of radio galaxies in clusters. The distribution of synchrotron-emitting star-forming galaxies is found to be less centrally-peaked in clusters (Rizza et al. 2003 ) than that of AGN-powered radio galaxies. At our observing (Bennett et al. 2003) , DASI (Kovac et al. 2002) , VSA (Cleary et al. 2005) , and CBI (Mason et al. 2003 Reese et al. (2002) and Grego et al. (2001) The telescopes were outfitted with cm-wave receivers (Carlstrom et al. 1996) equipped with cryogenically cooled 26 -36 GHz HEMT amplifiers (Pospieszalski et al. 1995 
Field Selection
The cluster fields of the OVRO/BIMA SZE imaging project were chosento obtain precisemeasurements of the SZEin massivegalaxyclusters.Potentialtargets werescreened for strongradiosources usingarchivaldata at lowerfrequencies suchasNVSS (Condonet al. 1998) andFIRST (White et al. 1997 ).In addition, if a strong source(> 10-20 mJy) was detectednearthe clustercenterin the initial 28.5GHzobservations, observations ceased in favor of other lesscontaminatedtargets. Dueto the constraintsof this fieldselection,wedo not attemptto characterize the distribution of sourcesbrighterthan 10mJy in this analysis.
The cluster fieldswerechosenmainly from X-ray catalogsand oneoptical survey,including: (1) the ROSAT Brightest ClusterSurvey,BCS (Ebelinget al. 1997 (Ebelinget al. ,1998 (Ebelinget al. ,2000a Crawford et al. 1999) , (2) (Gioia et al. 1990; Stocke et al. 1991; Gioia & Luppino 1994; Maccacaro et al. 1994) , (3) the ROSAT X-ray Brightest Abell Clusters, XBACS (Ebeling et al. 1996b,a) , (4) the Wide Angle ROSAT Pointed Survey, WARPS (Scharf et al. 1997; Jones et al. 1998; Fairley et al. 2000; Ebeling et al. 2000b) , (5) The BIMA array was also used to observe 18 non-cluster fields for CMB anisotropy measurements (Dawson et al. 2002 . The pointing center coordinates for these fields are provided in Table 2 . Of these fields, only the 8 fields BDF14-BDF21 ) were chosen without regard to possible radio source contamination. The fields BDF4,
.and BDF6-BDF13 (Dawson et al. 2002) were chosen from the NVSS survey to have minimal contamination from strong radio sources. The field HDF is centered on the Hubble Deep
Field and was also selected to have no strong radio sources. Only the 8 fields selected without regard to source contamination are used in the analysis presented in this paper.
2.3.. Source Fluxes
The positions and fluxes of 28.5 GHz sources and SZE decrements are determined using the DIFMAP software package (Pearson et al. 1994 Tables 1 and 2 . The remaining 18 sources have best-fit point source fluxes that depend on our choice of u -v range. We find, however, that the total flux recovered by the CLEAN algorithm in the region around each source in the full data set matches that obtained for the flux found with only the short baselines for all but one of these sources. In these cases we use the flux measured in the CLEANed map made from the full data set. Finally, in one case (MACS J0717.5+3745, source 1) we do not recover the full short-baseline flux when cleaning the image of the full data set. In this case we have used the flux and noise measured for just the baselines shorter than 4 kA for both sources in the field. Table 2 . We detect two sources at _> 5(7 in the 8 BIMA non-cluster fields which were selected without regard to possible source contamination.
The fluxes in Tables 1 and 2 do not account for attenuation due to temporal and spectral averaging of the u -v data, efl'ects which are far less significant than the beam attenuation. times we find values of _tint x _ to be less than 0.0035 and 0.001 for the BIMA and OVRO observations, respectively.
SPECTRAL INDICES
We use the results of surveys at lower observing frequency to constrain the spectral indices of radio sources detected with the BIMA/OVRO observations. Fluxes at 1.4 GHz are taken primarily from the NVSS catalog, which has a resolution of 45 arcsec and limiting peak source brightness of 2.5 mJy. We obtain 1.4 GHz fluxes from the FIRST catalog (limiting flux of 1 mJy and resolution of 5 arcsec) for several additional sources which were below the NVSS detection threshold. We obtain 1. Figure  I . Characterizations of the spectral index distribution are given in Table  3 . The distribution has a tail at low-ct and is not well fit by Slee et al. (1983) . They find that spectral indices are steeper in clusters than in the field and note a trend of shallower spectral indices with increasing cluster radius. Using our mean spectral index of 0.66, the lower flux limit of 0.12 Jy at 2.7 GHz from Slee et al. (1983) translates to 25 mJy at 28.5 GHz, which is slightly stronger than the upper limit of our source sample.
As we look at sources witlh higher redshift, the emission frequency of the radiation increases. We might, therefore, expect these sources to have steeper spectral indices. However, the sources are selected at higher frequency which might bias the sample toward flatter spectral indices. In Figure 3 , we plot spectral index as a function of cluster redshift and see no cleartrend. The meanandrmsdispersion in the spectralindex are0.67and0.37for z < 0.5, .... compared to 0.64 and 0.29 for z > 0.5, and 0.76 and _.20 for z > 0.8.
SOURCE COUNTS

Analysis
With the field selection effects in mind from Section 2.2, we compute the differential source counts as a function of flux, dN/dS, in several flux bins, accounting for the varying noise levels from field to field. We chose the flux bins in order to maximize the number of sources used and to have a similar number of sources in each bin.
The survey boundary of each field for a given flux bin is set by the noise level of the field.
For each flux bin and field, the minimum level in the flux bin sets the allowable beam-corrected noise level and the corresponding maximum attenuation radius for the field.
For example, for > 5a sources in a flux bin of 1.5 -2.5 mJy, the allowable beam-corrected noise level is 1.5/5 = 0.3 mJy. This noise level sets the attenuation radius for the field, the radius at which the beam attenuation factor = (beam corrected noise level)/(uncorrected noise level). We set an outer boundary on the survey area for the field using the lesser of the attenuation radius or a maximum cutoff outer radius away from the field pointing center. We choose a maximum cutoff outer radius of 6.6 arcmin for BIMA and 4.2 arcmin for OVRO, corresponding to a beam attenuation factor of about 30 and spanning a region twice the FWHM of the primary beam. We treat this as a hard maximum cutoff; even if the noise is sufficiently low to allow us to go to greater radii in our sampling of a field, we do not. The outer boundary is measured relative to the field pointing center.
We further break the data into radial bins from the cluster center. The cluster center is determined by the location of the SZE decrement. For fields without a SZE decrement detection, the pointing center is used as the center of the field. For each field, flux bin, and radial bin, we compute the survey area within the boundary set by the radial bin and the noise level for the field. Typically the survey region for a given field, flux bin, and radial bin is a circle or annulus, sometimes cut off by the noise boundary. We compute the total survey area for each flux bin by adding up the area in all the fields. When a field has observations from both BIMA and OVRO, we choose the one with the best combination of sensitivity and survey area.
For each field we identify all __ 5_ sources in the survey area that fall between the minimum and maximum fluxes of each flux bin. We count up the sources in each flux bin to get raw total source counts in the total survey area. The errors for the raw counts in eachbin areassumed to be Poissondistributed. Differentialsourcecounts(dN/dS) andthe associatederrors are calculatedby dividing the total raw countsin eachbin by the total surveyareafor the corresponding flux bin and by the flux bin width.
Results and Discussion
Differentialsourcecounts(dN/dS), the numberOfsources, andthe surveyareafor each flux bin are givenin Figure4 and Table4 for the centralregionsof the clusterfields (radii The differential source counts can be described by a power law ,
where So = i mJy for this analysis. Best fits using a Markov chain algorithm which simultaneously estimate the normalizations for the inner, outer, non-cluster regions, and a common power law index are shown with the data in Figure 4 and are given in Table 5 . The best fit common power law index is 7 := -1.98 i 0.20. Best fit power-laws for the central and outer cluster regions individually are also shown in Figure 4 and Table 5 . As a cross-check, we compute dN/dS for the BIMA and OVRO fields separately and find good agreement; see Figure 5 . All uncertainties represent 68% confidence intervals unless otherwise noted.
Source counts are found to be greatly elevated toward the central core of the cluster fields. Using the normalizations from the best simultaneous fit, source counts are found to be a factor of _ o+4.a higher in the central regions than in the outer regions of the cluster fields.
_'_'--2.8
Counts are also elevated in the outer regions of the cluster fields relative to the non-cluster fields by a factor of u u+4. 
CONCLUSIONS
From deep interferometric observations at 28.5 GHz of unresolved radio sources toward 89 fields centered on massive galaxy clusters and 8 non-cluster fields, we find that differential source counts are greatly elevated in the centers of cluster fields. Counts are a factor of _ o+4.a _"_-2.8 higher in central regions (radii _< 0.5 arcmin) than in the outer regions (radii >_ 0.5 arcmin) of the cluster fields. Counts in our non-cluster fields are consistent with those expected from models and from extrapolations from other experiments. Additionally, source counts in the outer regions of cluster fields are a factor of+4.1 higher than counts in non-cluster fields.
_,.o_1. 8
Using the NVSS and other surveys, we find a mean spectral index for sources in cluster fields between 1.4 and 28. 
Table1. RadioSources in ClusterFields
Field Pointing Center 30GHz SZ 28.5 GHz Source 1.4GHz 
